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Since July, 1990, Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) has administered a customized rebate
program in the nonresidential sectoro PG&E offers incentives up to $300,000 for nonresidential customers
who take steps to significantly reduce their of or gaso More than 2,000
nonresidential customers participated in the customized rebate program the first year of the
program.. Of these, more than 200 installed ventilating, and air conditioning efficiency
measures 0

To estimate the savings attributable to the program, PG&E conducted a billing of the HYAC
customized rebate program participants 0 Included in this study were identification of matched non
participants, an on-site survey of both participants and non-participants, statistical modelling of the
1"'no'nthli" biBs of and non-participants on a basis, and comparison of the

~n!-1IIV~I~ results to the estimates of savings contained in the rebate apl)H(~atllOns.

This paper on the results of this tOC~US1Lnl! on:

@ Estimates of savings attributable to the HVAC customized rebate program that are identified tnr~DUil~n

the

LOJmpan:son of the
the rebate apf>ucatU)ns

estimates to en~zm~~:rm2 estimates of contained in

@ Reconciliation of the two sets of estJ.mates,
identified differences.

mc!uamg discussion of characteristics that

The paper also includes a ................'....,,&ASfJ ..."" ...... JUl, of the metnc.aOI01l~V einnloVf~ in the

ackground

per apl=~Uclatlc.n

costs.
@ recruited 150 to in the study,

and conducted on-site surveys of these participants

programs, for commercial and industrial
custom.ers. In the first year of program (July
1990 to June 1991) more than 200 of the 2,000 custom
ized rebates PG&E to CIA customers were for
HVAC efficiency lmlDfoveineIlts.

PG&E contracted with a firm to
conduct a of the CIA HYAC customized
rebate participants. As of this analysis, the
consultant:

Pacific Gas and Electric .............. Il.JUl.VOI.'w.A

instituted customized rebate programs in the cornm,erClaL,
........................LJ,.. lI. ........,J<., and sectors to DrO~aU(~e net
avoided and energy
costs. Customers select the energy
ments wish to and submit an to
PG&E. After the measures are
mstaHe<L PG&E pays incentives at the rate of $0006 per
k'Wh of on first-
year electric and $0.. 20 per therm of

The maximum oa'V'mlent
"I!i' ....l"I.Jv ........vv or 50 of direct project

'" VJU.\.Jl.Aa.lI.lOoJl.AJl.;;;;;', and air effi-
ImlDfOlvelrne:nts account for a substantial of

the energy and demand in the customized rebate

o identified a non-participant match for each palrUC:lpBmt,
and conducted on-site and surveys of these
customers
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• analyzed the monthly billing data for each participant
and its match using a multiple regression approach to
estimate the annual savings attributable to the program
for each participant

e compared the statistical savings estimates for the
participants to the engineering estimates provided in
the rebate applications.

This paper summarizes the methodology employed in the
billing analysis (Methodology section), and the results of
the billing analysis (Results section). Details about the
statistical elements of the methodology are provided in an
Appendix.

ethodology

The savings attributable to installations of HVAC effi
ciency measures were estimated by statistically analyzing
pre- and post-installation monthly electric and gas bills,
weather data, and detailed characteristics data for samples
of program participants and non-participant controls.. The
sample design for the analysis is summarized in the
Sample section, and the data development activities
are described in the Data Development section. The statis
tical methods used in the are summarized in the
Data section and described in more detail in the

of and were sur-
and as discussed further in the Effects of

Other on Statistical Savings Estimates section and
the Other Factors Statistical Savings Estimates
section. The that was analyzed was
selected in a manner~ The approved appli-
cations for HVAC customized rebates were sorted accord-

to the date PG&E issued the rebate check. APPlI(~ants

were contacted in this order. The first 150 a Hcants who
to in the on-site survey (discussed in the

Je\i'el()prneilt section constituted the sample

For each an attempt was made to
and survey a match" The match

for each was intended to reflect the "secular"
, not related to events that can be incorporated

into a analysis) energy use trends (between the
pre- and post-participation periods) the participant would
most have experienced if it had not taken the
conservation action for which it received a rebate. The
match for each participant was in the same PG&E region
and business type (six regions, 33 business types), and
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used the same fuels for space heating and air conditioning
as the participant.

Potential matches for each participant were selected from
previous PG&E commercial-sector surveys. If a match for
a particular participant could not be identified from this
source, potential matches were identified from the general
population of PG&E nonresidential cllstomerse If more
than one potential match was identified for a single
participant, the one with the annual energy consumption
most similar to the participant was selected as the match.

Data Development

Three types of data were used in the savings estimation:

@ Characteristics data

@ data

e Weather data.

The activities undertaken to develop these three types of
data are described in the following paragraphse

For each of the sampled participants, a detailed on-site
survey/inspection was conducted. The following types of
infonnation were collected during each survey/inspection:

@ Descriptions of the actions associated with the rebate,
including the physical area affected by the rebate and
the equipment that was both installed and removed in
conjunction with the rebate

@ Inspection of the rebated measures to verify that they
were installed and are operated correctly

e The PG&E electric and gas accounts providing service
to the area affected by the rebate

@ Current characteristics of the facility, including floor
area, an inventory of energy-using equipment,
business types occupying the facility, and operating
hours

@ Descriptions of other conservation actions,
renovations/remodels, and other major changes to
energy-using equipment, between 1988 and 1991

@ Changes in facility operating characteristics between
1988 and 1991, such as changes in business type,
employment levels, operating hours, as wen as
periods of vacancy"



For each of the sampled non-participants who had not
participated in a previous PG&E survey, a detailed on-site
survey/inspection was also conducted. The same types of
information were collected in these surveys as in the
on-site surveys of participants, (including conservation
actions they took on their own).

For each of the sampled non-participants who had partici
pated in a previous PG&E survey, a telephone survey was
conducted. This survey collected information about
changes to the customer's facility or operations that had
occurred during the 1988 - 1991 period, including conser
vation actions they had taken on their own.

tory variables include and cooling degree days,
characteristics variables, and a variable representing
program participation. The latter variable is equal to zero
for non-participants, as wen as for participants in pre
participation periods; it is equal to either one or expected
savings for participants in post-participation periods" The
estimated coefficient of this variable either constitutes or
is used to calculate the estimate of savings attributable to
the program$

When used to estimate the attributable to nonresi-
dential programs, both suffer from two short-
comings, which may lead to biased estimates of savings:

For each sampled participant and nOll1-p'artlCl1DaJJlt<t

electric and gas bins were obtained for all of the accounts
associated with the facility's service address for the period
January, 1988 - October, 1991 .. For facilities with multiple
accounts for a single fuel, the accounts were aggregated,
to form a single time series of bins for each fuel
and facility.

@ in a nonresidential
vanes due to a number
of factors in in weather and
program The factors and their effects
tend to be to the affected building. are
1I1nl'lllIr,Q1I~f to occur in a control group, use of
such a group ineffective in for these
factors~

e between nonresi-
dential due to a large number of
factors. This makes selection of a control group that
accurately reflects what the would have
done in the absence of the program diffi-
culL In a few of these can
t"'M11l"~III", be included in a cross-sectional or pooled

Finally, daily minimum and maximum data
were obtained for each of 21 weather stations in the
PG&E service for the 1, 1988 -
October 31, 1991 .. Each and non-

aSS;12I1OO to a weather station. F~or each
were calculated
and 50 UV~"I!.""""""';:)

60 for ""' ....... ,....1 ....... ,""'1.

facility,
at various bases
Fahrenheit for hQJOI1tlll".rlr~

for each of the -§o ........... ~., ~,.. y

To overcome these two sl1()rU;OJJrnngs, a new method was
for, this Details of this method are

in the 'The paragraphs
summarize the method.

the customer's
regres,sea on variables

program and variables
rep1resentlng other that occurred at the building.

data for the January, 1988 - October, 1991
were used in the Vacancies, changes in

employment, and installation of other
conservation measures that occurred at the building were
included in the regression eqllatl'OD.

A number of alternative of the regression
equation were tried for each with and without
the program variables. The specification that
produced the smallest mean square error was
selected as the fmal Thus, the variables
rer)re:senltlnJZ program were included in
the fUIal if contributed in a

or
a method such as PRISM

The difference between the two groups in the change in
between the pre- and

constitutes the estimate of attributable to
the program$

Two are used to
estimate the attributable to energy
programs, programs in the nonresidential sector

".I 'lj£".B.:I>i'":I"~ et al.. The first is to calculate
the difference between in the year tollO\iVlflQ

Da]rtlC:lP~ltlc.n and the year for a

The second is to estimate a
pre- and

02J11Clpants and non-participants et aL 1991) .. The
e.teJ,eneteJlt variable in this regression is annual or 'n"tr~ntlr,I'U

billed energy (possible divided floor area); the explana-
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statistically significant (i.e., F-statistic greater than one)
way to explaining the variation in the participant's
montWy consumption.

Following estimation, the regression coefficients were
used to compute the ff gross" anDllal savings for the
participant. This estimate of gross savings corresponds to
the difference between the participant's post- and pre
rebate annual consumption, controlling for differences in
weather as wen as other changes that occurred at the
bU]lIOlLnSZ between the pre- and post-participation years.

section 0 The Effect of Other Changes on Statistical Sav
ings Estimates section addresses the influence that the
presence of other changes by participants and nonpartici-

has on the savings estimates 0 Other factors that
appear to affect the billing analysis savings estimates, as
well as the relationship between the engineering and statis
tical estimates of savings, are explored in the Other
Factors Affecting Statistical Savings Estimates section.

Savings -_ ...".. "................., .....

••••••••·•••••••·.s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Estimates of annual electricity savings are summarized in
Table 1. For participants, the table provides engineering
estimates and the statistical estimates from the billing
analysis of "gross" (not adjusted for non-participants)
savings. For non-participants, the table provides statistical
estimates from the analysis of "trend" savings.

For each non-participant match, a similar regression
eQ1JatJlOn was estimated, again using monthly data for the
January, 1988 - October, 1991 period. The regression
equation for each match included weather and variables
representing non-program changes (vacancy, employment,
other conservation actions, etc.) that occurred at the non
participant building. In addition, it included variables

program that were defined in
the same manner as these variables were defmed

for the participanL For if the matching
rebate action occurred in 1990, the

re!)re:seIJltrnl1! program to
zero 1990, and

00lJat]IOn for this and for its non-
_n ...·t~""'i""nlll"'lllf matcho several alternative ~-~.,.,."+.. ,.,. .....,, ........,.......

of the equation were and the OV"''''''''.!ULII!''''q;ll>lI.JI.'U'JUl.

that the smallest mean square error
was selected as the final re~!re:SS14::>no

For the 117 who installed measures affecting
electric the estimate of annual savings
was 10,879 megawatt-hours (MWh), or 4.8 percent of the
COI1SUmt.tlo'D of these customers in the 12 months prior to
their Gross for these 117 partici-

were estimated in the billing analysis to be -2,403
MWh per year (i.e., consumption increased after partici
1!J4Io41l..Il'U'Jl..!lJ .. equal to 1.0 percent of previous-year consump
tion~ For the 88 non-participant matches, trend savings
were estimated to be -501 MWh per year, equal to 0.4

of consumption by these customers in the 12
months to their participants' participation.

Estimates of annual gas savings are summarized in
Table 2. For the 20 participants who instaUed measures
affecting gas loads, the engineering estimate of annual
savings was 126,409 thenns, equal to 20.9 percent of
prior-year Gross savings for these partici
pants were estimated in the billing analysis to be -55,935
therms per year, to 903 percent of prior-yearEstimates

the

esults

rebate actions~

of the non
"dl"'loO~-+'II""'A1II~01~t n~1!rleSSlon eCj1.mtllon were used to estimate the
«trend" dls-sa'Vln Q'S} for the The
trend to the difference
between the annual in the

and for
differences in weather as wen as other that
occurred at the nOln-t~a:r1tlCiPaJt1t OlUU~(Ul1\!Z between the pre-
and years 0

net were for groups of
pa)~tlclPantsas the difference between the sum of the gross

for the and the sum of the trend
for the

Prior to this

The estinlates from the
are summarized in the Statistical

the
the ratio of the pa111c:rpalr1ts'

pax"tlClrpalClts' CO]lSUlmt)hC~n in the 12 months
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Table 3 summarizes the estimates of annual electricity
savings separately for and
matches (1) who did not make or any other

within one or season of -rP.r-P.lIUU'U'r

the rebate and who did make or such a
change. For the 77 who did not experience
other gross savings were estimated in the
analysis to be 1,775 MWh per year.. This to
1.4 of or 27 .. 0
of the estimate for these

For the 58 who did not
experience other trend were estimated in
the to be -1 MWb per year, to
2aO of for these
customers..

consumption. For the 14 non-participant trend
savings were estimated in the analysis to be 84,039
thenns per year, which represents 17" 1 of con-
sumption by these customers in the 12 months to
their matchlnR _n'I"'t1llr<.1I_f''JI1Il'''Ilf-,(''O"7 p:an:llcn:)atloD"

. Prior

%

instaUed otherMore than one-third of the
conservation measures,
enced ,;:lon"'i11""ld"'",,'l,~nA7'&t Cilan1!eS within one

season of the rebate under
one-third of the nOJl1-!»ar1tlclPaltlt matches

events within one
season of the time their
rebates.. It was not to
between the effect of the rebate action and these other
events, so the variables these other events
were from the The statistical estimates
of from the for these

therefore include the

action~

one-half of the
that

season of
to increase

other than program
within one

caused electric
, one-time

Inc:r~lse:s, nOOlrSD~ace eXilanSlons. installation of additional
,§,,\1l"'1I1I"'lt'llnllMh., instaUa-

aU of the
within one

eQiuplneElt); the reUmU.1l1n2 Chang~~s

tion of conservation actions. l ~onvl~r~lelv

season of their
rebate action caused COIISUmiJ~holn to decrease , one
time installation of conservation

installed more
conservation measures the 1988 - 1991 not
COl1ntlLn2 the rebate actions, than nOil-D,artllcn:)aD'ts

The estimates for these 77 pataucrpauts
and 58 were combined to
estimate of net for these 77 paltlclPants
MWh per yearw This to 3.4
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prior-year consumption (1.4 percent gross savings plus 2.0
percent trend dis-savings), and 65e2 percent of the
engineering estimate of annual savings, for these 77
participants.

For the 40 participants who did experience other changes
within one year of participation, gross savings were
estimated in the billing analysis to be -4,178 MWh per
year, equal to 4.1 percent of prior-year consumption.
Trend savings for the 30 non-participants who experienced
other changes were estimated in the billing analysis to be
888 MWh per year, equal to 1.2 percent of consumption
in the 12 months prior to their matching participants'
participation.

Table 4 provides similar information concerning the
estimates of gas savings. For the 12 participants who did
not experience any other change within one heating season
of the rebate, gross savings were estimated in the billing

to be 21,328 therms per year, which was 5.2
of usage. Trend savings were estimated

in the billing analysis to be -1,606 therms per year for the
10 who did not experience other changes,
equal to 0.6 percent of previous-year usage for these
customers. Net savings were estimated to be 23,786
therms per year for these 12 This corre-

to 5e8 of previous-year usage (5.6 percent
0 .. 2 percent trend dis-savings), and 40.. 6

enj~l:nleerln1! estimate of savings for these

The other factor the savings estimates is
the of HVAC conservation measure installed. Table 5
compares the statistical and estimates of
annual for the who did not
make or any other to the

of HVAC conservation measure installed .. The table
shows that the statistical and estimates vary
less for measures or significant
modification to air than measures

to the
eQ1JIPme:nt, or HVAC controls ..

The ratio of statistical to estimates may also
vary to other such as geographic area

CHInat:,eJ or business However, there was not
variation across these categories among partici

with «clean" estimates to explore these relationships
in a way.
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Electric consumption by participant
during billing period t, divided by
number of days in billing period t
Heating degree days at participant's
weather station billing period t,
divided by number of days in billing
period t

Cooling degree days at participant's
weather station during billing period t,
divided by number of in
period t
Participant's vacancy rate during
period t
Participant's employment during
period t
Unemployment rate in PG&E service
territory during period t

Dummy variable representing other
rebate received by participant, = 0
before other rebate, = 1 after rebate
received
Dummy variable representing first
other major change made or experi
enced by participant, = 0 before
change, = 1 after change

where

OTHEREBt

(1)+ b2 *
+ b4 * EMPLOYt

+ * OTHEREBt

+ bg * DUMMY2t

+ b lO * PROG_HDDt

etails of the
ethod

+ bs *
+ * JILl .......' ... "'" ... " ...

+ *
+ *

Appendix:
tatistical

E. and A. V.. Sebald. 1991. "Condi-
tional Demand Analysis of Commercial and Industrial
Customers to Determine the Effects of a Demand-Side
~rC~f!:r~lm." Proceedings of the 1991 International Energy
Program Evaluation Conference, 323-327.
National Argonne, Jl.llJl.ILll.Ja'IJ.IIIJ.

for which the rebated HVAC
affected electric loads, the

tOlliOW'lnp re}2~re~;Slc~n e<Jua1:l0n was estimated:

For each

D .. , M. M.. and F .. Stem. 1991.
Evaluation Demand-Side Management Pro-

graIns .. Volume 1, EPRI Electric Power
Research Palo California ..
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Equation (1) was also estimated for each non-participant
match~ Each of the variables VACANCY, EMPLOY,
OTHERREB, DUMMY1, and DUMMY2 were included
in the equation for the non-participant only if it was
relevant to that non-participant, i.e., if the non-participant
experienced periods of vacancy, variations in employment,
received a non-HVAC rebate, etc. during the 1988 - 1991
period. In addition, the variables HDD and CDD were
only included in the equation if electricity was used at the
non-participant facility for space heating and air
conditioning, respectively.

representing second
made or experi

= 0 before
......aLIl.~w.Jl&;.'....... = 1 after

variable representing installa
tion of rebated measure by participant,
= 0 before = 1 after
installation
PROGt *
PROGt * CnDt

Parameters to be estimatecL

and

separate were estimated for each non-
_n'lA'ot'lI ...... 11~nlll"!!t' with and without each of the variables HDD,
CDD, PROG_HDD, PROG_CDD, and UNEMP.
The final set of explanatory variables for a non-participant
was selected as the set whose equation explained the

of the variation in the dependent
variable. the and/or cooling degree day
bases for each n~'il""tllt'lBn<!JIlnt were selected by estimating a
separate e4:1U2lUOln for each base (or combination of bases),

the base(s) whose equation explained the
of the variation in the dependent

* *

For each non-participant, the variable PROG was defined
identically to the way it was defmed for the participant it
matches. Prior to the participant's participation in the
program, PROG was equal to zero for the non-participant
match; following the participant's participation, PROG
was equal to one$

f10J110'NlDl2' estimation of and its gas variant,
for each and the estimated
palranClet~ers were used to compute the annual gross savings
for each as:

variable for the nOirl-p,artlCll:>aI1l[.

where and AVG_CDD are the average (for
the four years for which weather data were obtained)
annual (per day) heating and cooling degree days for the
participant, using the heating and cooling degree bases
selected for the participant, and the other parameters are
defined as in Equation (1).

Equation (2) ""'as applied to the parameters
estimated for each participant's non-participant match,
using the heating and cooling degree bases selected for the
non-participant, to estimate the annual trend savings for
the norl-p,lrtll~lP4mL

to Le., if the
variations in emnlf)Vn1en.L

etc.. the 1988 - 1991
the variables HDD and CDO were

eQ1Ja[llOn if was used at the
and air respec-

the variable was
included if was used at the for space

and the rebated measure affected space
I Cl'll1M"U 11d')j't"~i'u' for

Each of the variables
and DUMMY2 were included in

if it was

The for each were estimated
observations between 1988 and

1991 of the dependent and explanatory variables
for the The were estimated using
standard econometric methods that correct for the
autocorrelation of regression residuals observed in
~n~lIhl''Y1nO' time series of energy COllSU1mpUOlrL

were estimated for each
with and without each of the variables

and UNEMP. The
fmal set of variables for a no~"t'lI"~lnOll'1lt was
selected as the set whose exnmtiion eXJ:~uu]tlea the e«"""':b.n.-=<'..-

of the variation in variable.
the andlor bases for

~n*,~lI""'~I'll"">n·m"ll~ were selected
for each base combination of

se!~ec[Jln2 the whose eCl1latJiOn eX1Dialne{!

n1l"'r"nA1l"'t"lIr~n of the variation in the ae!)enaeIlt

For for which the rebated HVAC
lmrU"O\,ernlent affected gas

.a.£'IIlIlIot·~A1I'1l similar to (1) was V.;:)~.lltAJl..IiJl:;rg,Il.'V'lo&,

the did not include the day
variables and and (2) the dependent
variable was gas in therms the

divided the number of in the
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Finally, estimates of net savings were computed for
groups of participants in four steps. First, the estimates of
gross savings were aggregated across the participants.
Second, the estimates of trend savings were aggregated
across the non-participant matches. Third, the aggregate
trend savings were multiplied by the ratio of (a) the sum

of participants' consumption in the 12 months prior to
their rebate actions to (b) the sum of non-participants'
consumption in the 12 months prior to their matching
participants' rebate actions. Finally, the "net" savings
attributable to the program were computed as the
difference between the results of steps 1 and 3.

Billing an$DHiJ'~J~ of HVAC Customized Rebates in the Nonresidential Sector - 7" 163
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